‘The Future we Create Everyday’
St Michael’s Weekly Newsletter
Friday 18th February 2022
Dear Parents & Carers

HOME LEARNING
Next half term we will continue our
theme of I wish I was… We will focus
on: ‘Superheroes and Fantastical Tales’
If you could be a superhero which
superpower would you choose?
Perhaps you could draw a picture or
make video of you pretending that you
have that superpower! Would you
have a superhero name?

Wow! What a stormy end to the week!
As we have been thinking about helping others we read ‘After the Storm’ by Nick
Butterworth (which seemed very apt considering storm Eunice was blowing
outside!) The story is about Percy the Park Keeper and how he helps all the animals
in the park when their tree house gets blown down by the storm. Percy is very kind
and the animals can always rely on him to help them.
We have continued to think about the people who help us in our community; we
talked about another emergency service, the ambulance service and the role of the
paramedics. Yet again this inspired some super role play and we think that all our
emergency services are real life super heroes.
Thinking of caring for others we also thought who we care for in our lives and we
have captured the children’s thoughts on Tapestry. They have brought home a
symbol of our value of love – we hope you liked it!
We hope you have a wonderful half term, the children are ready for some rest and
relaxation after a busy 7 weeks.
The second half of the Spring Term starts on Monday 28th February.
As always, thank you for your support
Mrs Edwards and Mrs Grant

Our Vision & Values
We have thought about our value of
Love and who we care for and about
people that care for others. Love is
more important than anything else- it
is what ties everything together
Colossians 3:14

Star of the
Week
Important

Flourishing Futures

This week we celebrate Aruna!
Aruna has made super progress in Read Write
Inc and has shown a real determination to do
her absolute best!
Half term next week! Term re-starts on Monday
28th February. World Book day is on Thursday
3rd March. Don’t forget to sign up for a time to
come into school to read with your child!

